ULTIMATE FLEXIBILITY FOR GREATER ACCESSIBILITY

OPTIMIZE STORAGE EFFICIENCY WITH THE 7000 SERIES REACH-FORK® TRUCKS

However narrow your aisles or tall your storage systems, Raymond’s 7000 Series Deep-Reach® and Single Reach forklifts offer the flexibility to access virtually any racking area in your warehouse to help you take productivity—and profitability—to new heights.

**QUICK SPECS**

- Single Reach or Deep-Reach models
- 24 and 36-volt options
- Elevated heights up to 444"
- Capacities up to 4,500 lbs.
- Drive-in/Drive-through rack compatible:
  - 32” mast width - optional on 7520
  - 31” mast width - standard on 7500

**SEE MORE NARROW AISLE OPTIONS THAT ARE ANYTHING BUT NARROW**

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.
ADDITIONAL OPTIONS

Talk to us about customizing the perfect truck to your needs and facility using our broad array of options.

Fork-Tip Laser Guide
Helps operators load pallets more quickly at height by providing a clearly visible laser guide for accurate fork positioning.

Height-Tilt Indicator
Displays approximate fork height and tilt condition in real time for greater operator control and confidence—especially at lift heights over 200".

Cold Storage Conditioning Package
Protects sensitive control systems with hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical components that are matched to different temperature levels to assure peak performance and productivity.

Vantage Point® Camera
Helps operators identify, place and retrieve pallets at greater heights by relaying video to a color monitor in the operator compartment.

ThermaKit™ System
Enhances operator comfort—and productivity—in cold storage warehouses by keeping hands and feet warmer with a padded, heated control handle and heated floor cushion.

Operator Compartment Sensor System
Reinforces the need for the operator to assume and maintain a proper operating position without impairing the truck’s ergonomic advantage.

FROM INDUSTRY FIRST TO INDUSTRY BEST
Raymond pioneered narrow aisle solutions with the introduction of the Reach-Fork® truck in 1951. Today, the Raymond 7000 Series is the most comprehensive Reach-Fork truck line in the business.

If you’re looking for a partner with the tools and experience to help you run better and manage smarter, contact us today at 1-800-235-7200 or visit us at raymondcorp.com.